
Building a Better Glacial Speedometer

Researchers race to measure and predict the Greenland ice sheet's

seaward slide.

A stream carves ice on its way to a lake perched on the ice sheet in Greenland. Credit: Ian

Joughin, CC BY-NC-SA 3.0
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An explorer enters a moulin on

the surface of the Russell Glacier

in Greenland. Credit: Henry

Patton (https://www.flickr.com/photos

/hpatton/4916061423/in/set-

72157625454299110), CC BY-NC-SA

2.0 (https://creativecommons.org

/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/legalcode)

Greenland is the land of escaping lakes. In the summer, when soot lands on the ice sheet’s

snowy surface and the Sun begins to melt the snow, bright blue lakes form on top of the

ice. Just as on land, the water seeks a way down.

Sometimes, instead of carving surface channels, water trickles into the ice sheet through

crevasses and vertical shafts called moulins. In the most dramatic cases, a lake can burst

through a kilometer-thick ice sheet and rush to the bottom of the glacier in a forceful

waterfall. There, under high pressure, water may help the glacier glide a little faster over

the rock below.

Just how fast, however, is the subject of an ongoing debate.
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More Ice Sheet Lakes, Farther Inland
Geoscientist Kate Briggs (https://www.see.leeds.ac.uk/people/k.briggs) of the University of Leeds

predicted that such lakes will advance from around 50 to more than 100 kilometers inland

on Greenland over the next few decades. She presented evidence for this, based on a study

(http://www.nature.com/nclimate/journal/v5/n1/full/nclimate2463.html) she and her colleagues

published earlier this year in Nature Climate Change, during a session

(http://meetingorganizer.copernicus.org/egu2015/orals/17133) at the 2015 European Geosciences

Union (EGU) meeting in Vienna, Austria.

(https://eos.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/04/IceSheet-

Lake_embed2_WEB.jpg?1bd4b2)

An aerial view of lake pooling on ice in Greenland. Credit:

NASA/Jim Yungel (https://www.flickr.com/photos/gsfc/7166014680

/in/photolist-8utaAC-anu2zF-anu378-bVeGvf-jHgEXx-7bZyZw-7bWspz-7c1rZh-

7bVFzR-7bZXRd-7bWBse-fF7VU1-abyePF-oyhZWR-oyiaAG-oyi1pe-oyi1ZH-oyibaY-

7bWiKa-7bWe6n-7bWAtx-7bVUap-7bVHca-7bWnEK-7bVuhi-7bVCAr-7bVwYc-

7bW7rX-7bVV52-7bZfss-7bW6M8-7bVP28-7c1kTd-7bWzya-7bWyHp-7c1geL-

7bVWKP-7c12ZN-7c19H7-7bVQaR-7bZGRq-7bWauD-7c1nBw-7bZU9L-7c1k8C-

7bWxec-7bZqxQ-7c14Xy-7bW1tK-7bZNRA), CC BY 2.0

(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode)

If such lakes begin to cover more of the Greenland ice sheet, they could play a growing

role in the speed with which it moves, Briggs said.

However, there may be natural brakes built into the system. Physical geographer
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Jonathan Bamber (http://www.bristol.ac.uk/geography/people/jonathan-l-bamber/index.html) of the

University of Bristol commented during the session that lakes forming on the even thicker

ice sheet in the middle of Greenland may not be able to escape all the way to the rock bed

below the glacier. The deepest ice is under even more pressure and may resist the

hydraulic fracturing that enables surface lakes to break through the ice sheet closer to

Greenland’s edge.

Briggs and her colleagues assumed in their model that the water did eventually reach the

rock bed and that the additional pressure helped it speed up the ice sheet’s motion.

Nonetheless, the net effect of how glacial lakes affect ice flow is “still very much an open

question,” Briggs said.

Many Methods, Many Answers
Other scientists installed GPS sensors for short periods deep inside the ice sheet to

examine how it moves. They found a caterpillar-like movement in fits and starts,

according to research reported (http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2013JF003067/abstract)

earlier this year in the Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface.

It is useful information, but generalizing any local observation about the ice sheet is

difficult: Greenland spans 18° of latitude and hosts differing microclimates, and its ice

sheet encounters chaotic mountains and sea conditions at its edge. The ice sheet’s

interaction with the Earth’s climate is complex, session speakers noted.

“Understanding ice velocity is fundamental to understanding how much ice we’re going to

lose.”

Still, tracking its speed is a good place to start, explained ice sheet researcher Twila Moon

(http://www.twilamoon.com) of the University of Colorado Boulder. “Understanding ice

velocity is fundamental to understanding how much ice we’re going to lose,” she told Eos.

During the same EGU session as Briggs’s talk, Moon presented preliminary data from the

Landsat 8 (http://landsat.usgs.gov/landsat8.php) series. Some of Moon’s previous work

(http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2014GL061836/full) shows that the ice sheet’s velocity

changes over the course of the seasons and varies by location. Landsat 8 offers more

frequent sampling than previous satellite ice sheet mapping: up to every 16 days. That

means she will be able to create maps of the ice sheet’s speed with unprecedented time

coverage.
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“Her data will add a lot,” said applied mathematician Ian Hewitt (http://people.maths.ox.ac.uk

/hewitt/) of the University of Oxford in the United Kingdom. Hewitt creates computational

models (http://people.maths.ox.ac.uk/hewitt/glaciers.html) of how water, glaciers, and the rock bed

interact, as seen in this video (http://imaginary.org/film/the-future-of-glaciers):

Perhaps, over the course of the season, Hewitt explained, water carves out channels below

the ice sheet, and over time, more of the glacier’s weight settles onto the rock bed between

the channels. That might explain why researchers have detected both speedups and

slowdowns of the ice sheet after surface lake disappearances. The new density of time

sampling will enable him and other modelers to put better limits on their models.

More Data, More Modeling
Briggs and others also examine the ice sheet’s topography using radar from CryoSat-2

(http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Observing_the_Earth/The_Living_Planet_Programme/Earth_Explorers
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/CryoSat-2). She presented some preliminary data on ice sheet thickness during her talk,

including more evidence that some of the Greenland ice sheet is thinning in ways not

captured by existing regional climate models. Similar to the GPS and optical data, the

radar data raise more questions.

It is tempting to argue that the growing density of aerial coverage could mean there is less

need for slow, expensive GPS surveys, Moon told Eos. However, some of the finer

movement, as shown by the GPS surveys, occurs on time scales too short for satellites to

reliably detect.

“We would need subdaily resolution to capture the sudden fits and starts,” Hewitt told

Eos. “We won’t get that from satellites.” Instead, it may take a lively combination of more

on-the-ground instrumentation, more remote sensing, and more modeling to see into the

future of Greenland’s ice sheet and its disappearing lakes.

Hewitt explained, “To really work out what’s going on, we’ll have to integrate subglacial

processes into those models and then run them long term.”

—Lucas Laursen, Freelance Writer; Twitter: @lucaslaursen (https://twitter.com/lucaslaursen)
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